
 

ELIJAH WEBSTER 
1920 Sandra Ave, Centralia, WA 98531 | (682)785-2762 | elijahwebster343@gmail.com 

 

Hard working, reliable, communicative, and dedicated to my growth and success. Easy to train and a quick 

learner. Consistently completing tasks and objectives; I strive to advance in my work. Being a team player, I 

help cultivate a pleasant and fun work environment.  

 

EXPERINCE 

05-2022 - Present 

Landscaper | CPC Landscape LLC | Olympia, WA 

Worked as part of a crew performing activities such as mowing, tree trimming, general landscaping, and 

weeding for both residential and commercial customers. Trained as a team lead; able to schedule tasks and 

priorities for each day.  

 

02-2022 – 04-2022  

Warehouse Worker | OLM1 Amazon Fulfillment | Lacey, WA 

Check in with team leader for daily tasks and projects. Load, unload, sort and process, scan and pack boxes, 

and build retainer walls in trucks for efficiency with deliveries.   

 

08/2021 – 01/2022  

Line cook/Bartender | 54th Street Bar and Grill | Euless, TX  

Work as a brigade to read tickets and cook customers food consistently and accurately. Breaking down and 

setting up cooking stations.  Organize and label foods and products. Cleaning and helping serve drinks to 

customers.  

 

05/2021 – 08/2021  

Retail Associate | Lids | Arlington, TX  

Provide spectacular customer service, assist customers with orders and questions. Stock shelves, clean, and 

organize. Product knowledge subject matter expert and cashier.  

 

10/2020 – 05/2021  

Fun Manager/ Cashier | ITZ Pizza | Euless, TX  

Game attendant and customer service representative. Count and order inventory, stock game prizes, kiosk 

station technician, clean, and organize. Cashier and back up bar tender. Team lead.  

SKILLS 

❖ CITC- Construction Industry Training Council of WA – 3 months of classes – electrical focus 

❖ Written and Oral communication 

❖ Dependability, adaptability, motivational, and good problem solving 

❖ Microsoft Office Programs – Word, Excel, PowerPoint 
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